My SR Lab

Need access to a Service Router lab? Nokia My SR Lab provides users with dedicated, 24x7 remote access to a service router lab environment, including traffic generation and traffic analysis tools, and a suite of over 60 lab practice scenarios.

Overview
My SR Lab is designed for the many IP professionals that need access to a Service Router lab. The service, designed and managed by experts from the Nokia Service Routing Certification team, provides an ideal solution for a variety of needs and can be used as:
• A “sandbox” for general lab use purposes, such as service testing, feature testing, etc.
• A training lab to help individuals build their SR knowledge and hands-on configuration skills
• A training lab to help individuals prepare to take the NRS II and SRA lab exams
• A training lab to enable individuals enrolled in an SRC Self-Study course to complete their lab assignments and exercises

My SR Lab is publicly available to anyone; you do not have to be involved with or enrolled in the broader SRC Program to use it. The service includes the following:
• Remote, private access to an Nokia service router lab environment. Multiple equipment topologies are available enabling users to work in both fixed and mobile service environments.
• Access to traffic generation and traffic analysis tools.
• Access to a suite of over 60 lab practice scenarios and their optimal solutions. Each practice scenario contains a set of challenging and practical lab exercises designed to build the skill-set and knowledge of the user.

Key benefits
• Flexible and convenient access to a service router lab to support a wide range of testing and individual training needs
• Support for both fixed and mobile service environments
• 24x7 equipment scheduling and availability
• Optional access to lab practice scenarios designed to help you build your technical knowledge and hands-on networking skills
• A practical way to prepare for the NRS II and SRA lab exams
• Quality designed, delivered, and managed exclusively by Nokia

Scheduling lab access
Scheduling lab time is flexible and easy. Equipment is available 24/7 and participants simply need to visit My SR Lab website to schedule their lab time. Lab sessions are based on 3-hour time slots, and multiple time slots can be scheduled for your convenience. Technical support for equipment access is currently available from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST.

Lab practice scenarios
In addition to lab equipment access, participants can optionally access a variety of router and service configuration practice exercises (scenarios) designed to help individuals build their hands-on networking skills and/or help them prepare for the NRS II and SRA lab exams. Optimal solutions are included with each lab exercise, and a user’s router configurations can be saved and restored for re-use in future lab sessions. Lab scenarios are optional and can be purchased separately or in conjunction with lab sessions.
Further information
A description of all lab practice scenarios is available by clicking here.

For further information about My SR Lab including pricing, please visit networks.nokia.com/src/My SR Lab